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Abstract
This paper proposes a non-anticipative, adaptive, decentralized strategy for managing evacuation networks. The
strategy is non-anticipative because it does not rely on demand forecasts, adaptive because it uses real-time traﬃc
information, and decentralized because all the information is available locally. It can be used with a failed communi-
cation network.
The strategy pertains to networks in which no links backtrack in the direction of increased risk. For these types
of networks, no other strategy exists that can evacuate more people in any given time, or ﬁnish the evacuation in
less time. The strategy is also shown to be socially fair, in the sense that the time needed to evacuate all the people
exceeding any risk level is, both, the least possible, and the same as if less-at-risk individuals did not participate in the
evacuation. The strategy can be proven optimal even when backﬂows happen due to driver gaming.
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1. Introduction
This paper proposes a way of managing traﬃc networks in real-time during emergency evacuations. Adaptive
management schemes of this type have received little attention in the literature. Most existing models are either
ﬂow-based or density-based traﬃc assignment exercises that take the demand as given. As such, they can be used to
evaluate diﬀerent scenarios, but not to manage a network in real-time when conditions can change unpredictably.
Flow-based models are mathematical programs that generate traﬃc assignments using link ﬂows as state vari-
ables. Examples are the shelter location-and-routing algorithm in Sherali et al. (1991) and the household trip-chain
assignment in Murray-Tuite and Mahmassani (2004). Density-based models also produce traﬃc assignments as out-
puts but use density (or link accumulations) as state variables. Although this approach is more realistic, it is also
more complex. Therefore it is usually applied with simulation. Early simulation models such as NETSIM (Peat, Mar-
wick, Mitchell & Co., 1974) (microscopic) and NETVACl (Sheﬃ et al., 1982) (macroscopic) used heuristic rules to
propagate the density. This can now be done more systematically with cellular automata (Nagel and Schreckenberg,
1992) for microscopic simulations and the cell transmission model (CTM) (Daganzo, 1994, 1995) for macroscopic
simulations. The introduction of the CTM has allowed for a new kind of model: simulations in a mathematical pro-
gramming framework; e.g., the single-destination model in Ziliaskopoulos (2000), which is in essence an evacuation
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Figure 1: Capacity and d-capacity functions for a sample freeway (So and Daganzo, 2010)
model. However, this model, like its traﬃc assignment predecessors, requires demand data and detailed link-by-link
information, which can change during an evacuation. Therefore the question still remains: can one ﬁnd a good way
to manage evacuation traﬃc using only readily available information and realistic controls?
A partial answer to this question was given in Lovell and Daganzo (2000), which proposes an on-ramp control
strategy for single-destination freeway networks that have a single route between each origin and the destination.
The strategy in this reference is non-anticipative (i.e., does not require knowledge of future demand) but centralized
(i.e., requires knowledge of the queue status at all the on-ramps). The reference shows that the strategy is optimum
among those that do not allow queues in the network but does not show if the strategy can be improved by allowing
network queues. Recently, a non-anticipative, decentralized strategy for a network consisting of a single route has
been proposed that is optimum among all strategies, including those that allow for network queues (So and Daganzo,
2010).
The strategy in this latter reference is generalized below to networks.1 To this end, section 2 reviews the ba-
sic strategy and the hurdles posed by a generalization; section 3 formulates the network problem and derives some
properties used in the subsequent analysis; section 4 presents the generalized strategy; and section 5 examines its
performance.
2. From single routes to networks
The evacuation strategy in So and Daganzo (2010) pertains to a uni-directional route with a well-deﬁned capacity
at every point, a unique exit (“0” or “safety”) at its downstream end, and I entrances (i = 1, ..., I) as in Figure 1.
Everywhere along this route a “downstream capacity” or “d-capacity” is deﬁned, which equals the minimum of the
capacities of all downstream points. By deﬁnition, this function is non-decreasing toward the exit; see ﬁgure.
The proposed strategy instructs the controller at each entrance to inject as much ﬂow as possible into the arriving
ﬂow, without exceeding the d-capacity immediately downstream of the entrance. This algorithm is non-anticipative
and decentralized, since the control action at each entrance only requires readily available, local information: the
observed arriving ﬂow and the local d-capacity.
It is shown in So and Daganzo (2010) that this algorithm evacuates everyone in a nest of entrances (i.e., all the
entrances upstream of and including any given point along the route) in the least time possible; that this is done
without creating queues in the route; and that a nest’s evacuation time is not aﬀected by the number and distribution
1The generalization builds on So (2010), which examined trees.
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of residents outside the nest. Clearly, under this strategy, nobody upstream is delayed by somebody downstream who
is normally less at risk. Hence the strategy is socially “fair” as well as optimal. Since it prioritizes upstream residents,
the strategy is called “InFO”, or “INnermost-First-Out”. InFO is shown to be optimal even if residents change their
points of departure in response to access delays, or if incidents change the d-capacities unexpectedly.
Networks with multiple routes are more problematic. These kinds of networks can discharge ineﬃciently if their
diverges are unmanaged because drivers have incentives to choose routes in bad ways. Consider for example the
scenario of Figure 2. In this example residents access the network upstream of a diverge and then choose one of its
branches for the ﬁnal leg of their trip. If the lower branch is so long that it is rarely chosen, its (potentially large)
capacity would be wasted. Clearly, since unmanaged diverges can be very ineﬃcient, a generalization of InFO must
include some form of diverge control.
Figure 3 illustrates another problem that arises with networks, even if drivers have no routes to choose. The two
population centers in the ﬁgure are evacuated through two freeway branches that merge onto a common freeway. The
capacity of each of these branches is 3, and that of the merged freeway, 4. The population sizes are P1 = 10 and
P2 = 30. Free ﬂow travel times are negligible. It should be clear that for this problem the optimum evacuation time is
achieved if and only if the merged freeway is saturated for the whole time; then the evacuation time is (P1+P2)/4 = 10
time units. This implies that both branches would have to ﬁnish discharging onto the merged freeway in exactly 10
time units. This can happen if we restrict the maximum ﬂow of “branch 1” to 1 while leaving “branch 2” alone, as
in that case the two discharge times are P1/1 = 10 and P2/3 = 10 time units. Unfortunately, to make this metering
determination, we must know the two population sizes. Had the two sizes been reversed without our knowledge, the
metering choice would have tripled the evacuation time.
Fortunately, if people are able and willing to move from the more congested access branch to the less congested
one, say on side roads not used for the evacuation, then the need for advance population information is lessened. If
in our example both population centers were exposed to the same risk, and people adapted in a Wardropian way on
side roads while the evacuation was in progress, then both branches would always ﬁnish concurrently regardless of
the population distribution and the metering rates. As a result, any pair of metering rates that saturates the merged
freeway, e.g., (1,3) or (2,2), would be optimal.
It is shown below that if this type of Wardropian user adaptation occurs on side roads, then a real-time optimum
control strategy for networks exists that does not use any information from the future. This optimum control strategy
is a generalization of InFO that includes diverge control.
3. The network problem
This section formulates the problem and presents some of its basic properties, including an upper bound to the
number of people that can be evacuated in a given time. These ideas are later used to prove the optimality results.
3.1. Formulation
Given is a map with risk contours i = 1, 2, ..., I, indicating the geographic distribution of threats, where i increases
with the risk level. The following deﬁnitions will be used to quantify this distribution and the populations at risk.
outbound
residences
safety
Figure 2: Diverge in a simple network (So, 2010)
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Risk nest i: the set of points on the map with risk level equal to or greater than level i (deﬁned for i = 1, 2, ..., I−1);
i.e., the “inside” of risk contour i (including contour i). These sets usually will be but do not have to be simply
connected—disconnected nests could arise if there are multiple threat locations. Risk band i: the set of points in nest
i but not nest i + 1 (deﬁned for i = 1, 2, ..., I − 1). We also deﬁne pi as the initial population in band i; Pi = ∑k≥i pk
as the initial population in nest i; and Pik as the initial population in nest i but not in nest k. (Note that Pik can be
positive only if k > i.) During the evacuation, the time-dependent pi(t), Pi(t) and Pik(t) would respectively deﬁne the
remaining populations at time t in band i, nest i, and in nest i but not in nest k.
Also given is a network to be managed which is superimposed on a set of unmanaged local streets. These streets
are used to access the network entry points, called “ramps”, which are distributed along the network links. The
managed network is chosen so that all its routes reach “safety”; so that risk decreases monotonically along each route;
and so that all merges, diverges, and intersections are on risk contours. It is also assumed that intermediate exits
are closed. An example network with these properties excluding ramps is shown on Figure 4a, along with some risk
contours.
It will be convenient to modify the representation of any such network for analysis purposes by: (i) drawing a
contour through every node and extending it past all routes, as in Figure 4a; and (ii) adding an artiﬁcial node at each
route location intersected by a contour, unless a node already exists at the intersection, as shown by the solid dots of
Figure 4b. Note that all the nodes on the modiﬁed network are on risk contours. Note as well that all the network links
point in the direction of decreasing risk and span exactly one risk band. Thus, links can be identiﬁed by a composite
label (i, j), signifying the jth link of the ith band. Labels for the links in the third band are shown in Figure 4b.
The capacity of link (i, j) will be denoted ci j. The output ﬂow at time t from link (i, j) will be denoted qi j(t). The
ﬂow across a contour i at time t, called the contour ﬂow at t and denoted Qi(t), therefore satisﬁes: Qi(t) =
∑
j qi j(t).
We assume that people can use the local streets to move laterally within a risk band to access any ramp they wish
within the band, and that the ramps along a link have enough capacity to saturate it. We also assume that people
are Wardropian in the sense that they will not allow a ramp to go unused if another ramp in the same band still has
demand. These assumptions allow us to do away with the ramps at each band, using instead a single virtual origin
node at the band that is connected with inﬁnite capacity connectors to all the links in the band. For each band i,
∀i ∈ [1, I − 1], the virtual origin connected to all the links in the band will simply be called from now on origin i.
It is further assumed that people do not favor speciﬁc routes and only wish to reach safety as soon as possible, and
that the safety area can absorb all the arriving ﬂow without delay. In this case, a virtual safety node can be connected
by inﬁnite capacity connectors to the end nodes of all the routes. These virtual nodes and connectors are represented
by the dotted circles and arrows in Figure 4b. The ﬂow injected by origin i into link (i, j) through its connector shall
be denoted ri j(t). This injected ﬂow causes the upstream and downstream ends of a link to carry diﬀerent ﬂows. More
precisely, if we denote by ui j(t) the ﬂow at the upstream end of link (i, j), with uI−1, j(t) = 0 for all j and t, we must
have:
qi j(t) = ui j(t) + ri j(t) ,∀i ∈ [1, I − 1], (1)
since ﬂow is conserved.2
2This ﬂow conservation equation neglects the small time shift due to link travel times, which as explained in So and Daganzo (2010) is a
reasonable approximation for evacuation modeling.
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Figure 4: Example network: (a) original representation; (b) modiﬁed representation (solid dots are added nodes; dotted circles and arrows are
virtual nodes and connectors.)
3.2. Basic properties
This subsection derives an upper bound to the number of people that can be evacuated from any nest in a given
time, and deﬁnes two extended concepts for link capacity. Two preliminary properties are ﬁrst introduced. The ﬁrst
property, below, is self-evident from the way the network is constructed.
Property 1 (network structure). (a) Any origin i has access to all the routes emanating from any upstream origin
k ≥ i; (b) any cut between origin i and safety is a cut for origin k ≥ i; (c) the links of band i are a cut for origin i; and
(d) a minimum cut for origin i is a minimum cut for nest i.
Recall from classical graph theory that a “cut” is a “disconnecting set” that has no disconnecting subset, where a
disconnecting set is a collection of links which every route from the origin to safety must use (Ford and Fulkerson,
1956). A minimum cut is thus a disconnecting set with minimal value for the sum of the capacities of its links. Finally,
a maximum ﬂow algorithm solves for the largest feasible ﬂow that reaches safety from an origin, with an assignment
of ﬂows to links as output.
Now, consider the following recursive maximum ﬂow algorithm for all the origins of our problem: starting with
an empty network and origin i = I − 1, solve recursively and in order of decreasing i a max-ﬂow problem from each
origin i to the safety node, using the ﬂows from the previous iteration (i.e., the solution for i + 1) as the initial values
for the network. Denote by c˜i the total ﬂow reaching safety after origin i has been considered. Then, we have:
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Property 2 (upper bound to nest outﬂow). The value c˜i bounds from above the ﬂow that can reach safety from nest i.
Proof. By deﬁnition, the value of c˜i obtained from applying the recursive max-ﬂow algorithm up to origin i is the
combined total ﬂow reaching safety from origins k ≥ i. Note that such a ﬂow must pass through the links in band i as
implied by Property 1a. But even if origin i were considered alone, the same ﬂow c˜i could reach safety since origin i
has inﬁnite capacity connectors to every link in this band. Clearly, c˜i is the max-ﬂow from origin i to safety. As such,
it equals the capacity of the minimum cut between i and safety. Property 1d ensures that this is also the capacity of
the minimum cut for nest i.
In view of Property 2, c˜i will be called the max-ﬂow for nest i. Let Ni(t) denote the number of people that can
be evacuated from nest i by time t. The following theorem uses Property 2 to deﬁne a family of time-dependent
upper bounds for this number. Denoted NUik (t), these upper bounds are deﬁned by an interior nest k, k ≥ i, using the
minimum cut of that nest.
Theorem 1 (upper bound to number evacuated). Ni(t) ≤ NUik (t) ≡ Pik + c˜kt,∀k ≥ i.
Proof. Property 2 implies that c˜kt bounds from above the number of residents that are evacuated from nest k by time
t. Since Pik is the population from nest i not in nest k, it bounds from above the number that can be evacuated from
nest i not in nest k at any time. Clearly, the total number of evacuees from nest i, including those in k and those not in
k, cannot exceed the sum of these two bounds.
Let us now introduce two generalized link capacity deﬁnitions that will be used to deﬁne the control strategy.
Denote by c˜i j the ﬂow reaching safety that is obtained with our recursive max-ﬂow algorithm for link (i, j) right after
origin i has been considered; this will be called the “d-capacity” of link (i, j) 3. Note that4
∑
j
c˜i j = c˜i. (2a)
Now denote by c˜′i j the ﬂow obtained on link (i, j) right after the upstream origin i + 1 has been considered. This
will be called the “u-capacity” of link (i, j).
It should be clear from the way the d- and u-capacities are constructed that:
c˜′i j ≤ c˜i j ≤ ci j. (2b)
4. The InFO strategy for networks
The proposed strategy controls inﬂows at ramps and the split ratios at diverges, βi j using only currently available
information, without anticipating anything about the future. The split ratio for a link (i, j) is the fraction of the total
ﬂow emerging from its upstream node that is captured by the link in question. We use B(i j) to denote the set of links
emerging from the same node as link (i, j), and therefore sharing the total emerging ﬂow.
Ramps are controlled as in the single-route InFO method, using the d-capacities deﬁned for networks. Thus, at
time t, the ﬂow injected into link (i, j), ∀ j, in band i, ∀i ∈ [1, I − 1], is:
ri j(t) = c˜i j − ui j(t), if pi(t) > 0, and (3a)
ri j(t) = 0, if pi(t) = 0. (3b)
Combining this with the ramp conservation equation (1) we ﬁnd that at time t, ∀ j:
qi j(t) = c˜i j, if pi(t) > 0, and (4a)
qi j(t) = ui j(t), if pi(t) = 0. (4b)
3The d-capacities c˜i j do not change during the evacuation unless there is a change to the minimum cut of i.
4To see that this is true, recall that the isolated max-ﬂow problem for origin i has a solution with c˜i as the total outﬂow and the c˜i j as the link
outﬂows of band i. Note from Figure 4b that all the ﬂow from origin i must be split among these links and that these links only receive ﬂow from
their connectors to origin i. Thus, the sum of the link ﬂows must equal the total.
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Diverges are controlled by diverting traﬃc with variable message signs, or more pro-active methods, so as to achieve
the following InFO splits:
βi j = c˜′i j /
∑
(i, j′)∈B(i j)
c˜′i j′ . (5)
Note from (3)-(5) that the only time-dependent piece of information required by InFO is ui j(t), which is locally
observable. Thus, InFO can be implemented in a decentralized way with minimal communication requirements.
5. The performance of InFO
This section ﬁrst examines the number of people that InFO can evacuate from a given nest in a given time (section
5.1), and then their total evacuation time (section 5.2). Section 5.3 discusses the caveats associated with possible
generalizations.
5.1. The number of evacuees
This subsection proves that InFO maximizes the number of residents evacuated from all nests at all times; i.e., that
no strategy can increase this number. Moreover, it shows that the number of residents evacuated with InFO for any
nest and time is independent of the number and distribution of residents outside the nest, who are less at risk; i.e., that
InFO is socially fair.
Lemma 1 (u-capacity bound). Under InFO, at time t: (i) if ui j(t) ≤ c˜i j and pi(t) > 0, then ri j(t) ≥ 0 and qi j(t) = c˜i j;
and (ii) if ui j(t) ≤ c˜i j,∀ j, then ui−1, j(t) ≤ c˜i−1, j,∀ j.
Proof. Part (i) follows trivially from (3a) and (4a). Consider now part (ii). Assume for the moment that pi(t) > 0 at
time t. Then, qi j(t) = c˜i j and the input ﬂow for every node n on contour i is that of the max-ﬂow problem solution for
origin i. (Obviously, this would be 0 if node n had no input links.) The output ﬂow of any node on contour i is therefore
the maximum possible considering the origin at i. Since the nodes on contour i are root nodes for the links in band
i−1, the output ﬂow of the root node for link (i−1, j) would be: ∑(i−1, j′)∈B(i−1, j) c˜′i−1, j′ . The diverge control rule of InFO
would divert to this link a fraction βi−1, j = c˜′i−1, j/
∑
(i−1, j′)∈B(i−1, j) c˜′i−1, j′ of this output ﬂow. Therefore, multiplying the
two, we ﬁnd: ui−1, j(t) = c˜′i−1, j,∀ j. Equation (2b) guarantees that c˜′i−1, j ≤ c˜i−1, j. Hence ui−1, j(t) ≤ c˜i−1, j,∀ j, as claimed.
Now, if pi(t) = 0 at t, the output ﬂows of the nodes on contour i would be smaller than in the previous case, and so
would the ui−1, j(t). Therefore, in this case too, ui−1, j(t) ≤ c˜i−1, j,∀ j.
Lemma 2 (feasibility). InFO yields feasible ﬂows: ui j ≤ qi j ≤ c˜i j ≤ ci j.
Proof. Equation (2b) establishes the last inequality so we focus on the ﬁrst two. For the uppermost band (i = I − 1)
ui j(t) = 0 ≤ c˜i j for all j. Induction using part (ii) of Lemma 1 shows that ui j(t) ≤ c˜i j is true for i = I − 1, I − 2, ..., 2, 1.
Thus, it remains to show that qi j(t) ∈ [ui j(t), c˜i j]. But this is clearly true from (4).
Lemma 3 (contour saturation). Under InFO, if pi(t) > 0 at time t, then Qi(t) = c˜i.
Proof. Lemma 2 shows that InFO guarantees ui j(t) ≤ c˜i j and (4a) that qi j(t) = c˜i j if pi(t) > 0. Now sum over all j
both sides of this equality for the links in band i to obtain: Qi(t) =
∑
j qi j(t) =
∑
j c˜i j = c˜i.
Now let NIi (t) be the the number of residents evacuated from nest i at time t under InFO. It is shown below that
this number matches the upper bound of Theorem 1, ∀i; i.e., that InFO maximizes this number from every nest at all
times.
Theorem 2 (optimality). NIi (t) = N
U
ik (t), for all i and t, and some k ≥ i.
Proof. Consider any time t and nest i. Let k denote the smallest k with pk(t) > 0 and k ≥ i; i.e. the most downstream
band within nest i with some unevacuated population by time t. Clearly, InFO has evacuated all the Pik residents
downstream of band k in nest i. Now, since pk(t) > 0 and pk(t′) is non-increasing in t′, it follows that pk(t′) > 0 for
t′ ∈ [0, t]. Therefore, in view of Lemma 3, Qk(t′) = c˜k for t′ ∈ [0, t]. Thus, the number of residents in nest k evacuated
by time t is c˜kt. It then follows that the total number of residents evacuated from nest i is: NIi (t) = Pik+c˜kt = N
U
ik (t).
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Note that InFO prioritizes upstream residents. Note too that it is able to achieve the upper bound because it releases
ﬂows and controls diverges in ways that ensure the downstream network is uncongested and its minimum cut always
saturated. InFO’s reliance on people’s Wardropian behavior, and compliance with the input meters and diverge rules
will be discussed in the ﬁnal section. Finally, note that the upper bound NUik (t) used to calculate the number evacuated
with InFO only depends on quantities internal to nest i. Thus, said number is unaﬀected by the service given to
residents outside the nest, who are less at risk. InFO is both fair and optimal.
5.2. The evacuation times
Let us now examine the nest evacuation times. To this end, let TXi be the evacuation time of nest i under a generic
strategy X, and TX the system’s total evacuation time under X. It is now shown that InFO is also optimal in the sense
that its nest evacuation times, T Ii , are the lowest possible; i.e.:
Theorem 3 (optimality in time). T Ii ≤ TXi for any nest i and any strategy X.
Proof (by contradiction). If TXi < T
I
i , strategy X would have evacuated everyone from nest i by T
X
i < T
I
i , when InFO
had not. That is, X would have evacuated more people than InFO by this time. But this contradicts Theorem 2.
Simple formulae for InFO’s nest evacuation times and for the total evacuation time, T I , can also be given. As a
preliminary step, note that for any strategy whatsoever,
TXi ≥ TXk ,∀i ≤ k, ⇒ TXi = maxk≥i T
X
k , (6)
since a nest cannot ﬁnished until all its subnests have ﬁnished. Then we have:
Theorem 4 (time formula). T Ii = maxk≥i{Pk/c˜k}; and T I = maxk{Pk/c˜k}. (7)
Proof. Let k∗ index the most upstream subnest of i to ﬁnish at T Ii , i.e., the maximum k such that T
I
k = T
I
i . Thus,
T Ik∗ = T
I
i by construction. Then ∀t ∈ [0, T Ik∗ ], pk∗ (t) > 0, and Qk∗ (t) = c˜k∗ by Lemma 3. The result implies that nest k∗
is always discharging its residents at the maximum possible rate c˜k∗ during the evacuation, i.e., T Ik∗ = Pk∗/c˜k∗ . Since
Property 2 guarantees that for any subnest k ≥ i, T Ik ≥ Pk/c˜k, it follows that maxk≥i T Ik ≥ maxk≥i{Pk/c˜k}. Combining
this last inequality with (6) and the identity T Ik∗ = T
I
i , we can write T
I
k∗ = T
I
i = maxk≥i T
I
k ≥ maxk≥i{Pk/c˜k}. Hence,
T Ik∗ ≥ maxk≥i{Pk/c˜k}. But T Ik∗ = Pk∗/c˜k∗ , so T Ii = T Ik∗ = maxk≥i{Pk/c˜k}, as claimed. The result for i = 1 implies that
T I = maxk{Pk/c˜k}, also as claimed.
Again, as occurred with Theorem 2, the nest evacuation times with InFO only depend on quantities internal to the
nest. With InFO, nobody is delayed by somebody less at risk.
Finally, note from Theorems 1, 2 and 4 that both NIi (t) and T
I
i can only improve if one or more of the c˜k are
increased. Moreover, the c˜k are monotonic non-decreasing with link capacities. Thus, the performance of InFO can
be improved by increasing the capacity of any link, or adding links, to the network. This InFO property can facilitate
the task of choosing a network to manage.
5.3. Caveats: driver gaming and backﬂows
If InFO is implemented people may try to lower their evacuation times by “backﬂowing” to riskier bands on
unmanaged local streets in order to access the network with higher priority. This eﬀect can be modeled by connecting
each origin in Figure 4b with all the origins in its nest (see Figure 5) and then allowing drivers to choose their paths
to safety; e.g., in a Wardropian gaming sense.
These types of backﬂows can in theory be very damaging. Imagine as an extreme case a network in which the
backﬂows are not limited by capacity constraints and where: (i) capacity of the managed links in band I − 1 is
very limited, and (ii) PI−1 is zero or so small that some of band i’s access links go underused. If on realizing the
underutilization, all the drivers in origins 1 to I − 2 were to backﬂow to origin I − 1 simultaneously, everyone’s
evacuation time would have increased. Fortunately, such drastic outcome is unlikely to happen in reality because
people do not act instantaneously. In reality, backﬂows are expected to happen gradually over time, and this may or
may not aﬀect the total evacuation time. This issue is now explored.
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Figure 5: Network representation with gaming: only the extra links for origin 2 are shown
Let us assume that people are “rational”; i.e., they have perfect information about the sizes of all queues, know that
the system is operated under InFO, and have the wisdom to backﬂow to the origin that will minimize their evacuation
time. To analyze this scenario, let TGi and P
G
i be the evacuation time and total population that actually discharges from
nest i, ∀i ∈ [1, I − 1], after these gaming moves have been made. Note, the PGi are the actual populations that cross
contour i on the managed network. Also, since only backﬂows are possible, PGi ≥ Pi.
Now deﬁne an equilibrium as a set of PGi that would not provide an incentive for these rational people to game the
system any further. This will happen if and only if origins ﬁnish in the reverse-InFO order (from the outermost nest
inward); i.e., under the following equilibrium condition: TGi ≥ TGk if i ≥ k.
This type of equilibrium is not unique and for some of these, as in the extreme example that was just given, the
system’s total evacuation time can be made greater than without gaming. However, some equilibrium patterns do not
increase the total evacuation time (i.e., they satisfy, TG = T I). For this to happen the nest populations after gaming
must satisfy the constraint: maxk{PGk /c˜k} = maxk{Pk/c˜k} as per Theorem 4.
It can be shown that this type of equilibrium always exists. It arises if people, in addition to being rational, react
slowly over time without generating backﬂows that are too large. To get an idea for the maximum allowable backﬂows,
let i∗ be the index for the most downstream contour that maximizes Pk/c˜k, and let PUk = (Pi∗/c˜i∗ )c˜k,∀k ≥ i∗. Now set
PGk = P
U
k ,∀k ≥ i∗. Consideration shows that the resulting populations would satisfy the equilibrium constraint, and
any PGk > P
U
k would violate it. Thus, the maximum allowable backﬂow for nest k ≥ i∗, is: PUk − Pk = (Pi∗/c˜i∗ )c˜k − Pk.
Note from the result that there should be no backﬂow into nest i∗. Fortunately, contour i∗ acts as a natural barrier
for backﬂows since all the original residents in bands k < i∗ can be evacuated in less time than those in nest i∗. The
allowable backﬂows for residents in bands k < i∗ (into nests k < i∗) can be evaluated with the same logic as before, by
solving a “reduced problem” that only includes these downstream residents and bands k < i∗ with capacities reduced
by c˜i∗ .5 Knowledge of allowable backﬂows can help assess what to do (if anything) to manage backﬂows on the local
streets.
5The logic is identical to that in So and Daganzo (2010), so the complete proof is not repeated here.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Assumptions
This paper extends the single route ideas in So and Daganzo (2010) to networks by identifying two additional
criteria that keep a network uncongested and its critical links saturated for the maximum possible time. The criteria
essentially allow the network to behave as if it were a single route, allowing InFO to achieve optimum performance.
These criteria are:
1. The split ratios (5) are enforced precisely at the diverges, and
2. People can and will use unmanaged (cross) streets to readily access all ramps within a risk band to reduce their
evacuation time (i.e., in accordance with Wardrop’s principle).
While the diverge controls can be applied using variable message signs, it is assumed that in an emergency (as
in recent major evacuations in the U.S. Gulf Coast), police oﬃcers can be staged to provide more forceful traﬃc
management at the diverges to ensure driver compliance6. Lack of enforcement can be detrimental to an evacuation
as shown in the example of Figure 2: people choosing routes badly can result in congestion (and spillover queues
that block network entrances) on popular routes, leaving other routes underused. Fortunately, if this phenomenon
arises, criterion 2 above implies that cross streets will be used to divert traﬃc from congested to underutilized routes,
alleviating the eﬀect. The importance of criterion 2 is now discussed.
Ready network access from the cross streets is required to allow for all ramps within a risk band to ﬁnish at the
same time, as assumed with the one origin per band model. To ensure this happens, some traﬃc management may
be necessary, including using variable message signs to inform people on cross streets of queue conditions at the
on-ramps7. Under the Wardopian assumption8, people are expected to choose routes to reduce their evacuation time,
and they would do so by moving among the ramps gradually, since only those in the back of a queue would consider
moving upon being informed of a shorter queue elsewhere.
6.2. Real-time management
The strategy proposed here can be implemented in three steps: 1. determine the d-capacities using the recursive
max-ﬂow algorithm; 2. calculate and apply the ﬁxed split ratios (5) at diverges; and 3. calculate and apply the input
rates (3) in real-time using arriving ﬂow information. Note that the only data required for implementing this strategy
are the pre-determined d-capacities and the real-time arriving traﬃc ﬂow which can be observed from every network
entrance. Hence, the strategy can adapt to current traﬃc conditions without central control.
In cases when incidents arise and change the capacity of the network, InFO can still be used. To do so, the
capacities of the directly aﬀected portions of the network would ﬁrst be updated, and the d-capacities would be
recalculated. The new d-capacities would then be used for the computation of new split ratios and input rates for use
with InFO until the incidents clear. Although centralized communications are required to manage incidents in this
way, the communications only need to occur at the moments when incidents happen or are cleared.
6.3. Network selection
A valid managed network satisﬁes the following two conditions: 1. links must point in the direction of decreasing
risk, and 2. each link must have numerous on-ramps (and thus numerous cross streets for access) that can readily
saturate it.
Recall that the performance of InFO can only improve when new capacity or links are added to the network. This
knowledge can be used to help a city select the network to be managed. One can begin with an initial (small) valid
network, perhaps a route that is designated for evacuations. This initial network can then be modiﬁed by adding other
6Police presence at the on-ramps, already a common practice in major evacuations, is also expected to ensure compliance with the ramp metering
rates.
7Note that for fairly evenly distributed populations, which are not unusual in real life, only a subset of the drivers would have to move laterally
on cross streets to balance the network inﬂows within each band. So these lateral ﬂows may not be very high in many practical applications.
8There is no good way to validate this Wardropian assumption (or any other route choice assumption), since reasonable expectations of people’s
behavior in panic do not exist. However, for fairly evenly distributed populations, any usage imbalance among the ramps is not expected to be
large.
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routes that lead to safety, provided that the links on these routes are valid (i.e., satisfying the above two conditions).
Individual, valid links can further be added to the network, especially those that connect routes and increase the
capacity of a minimum cut. The ﬁnal chosen network will largely depend on the type and location of the threat, and
the available management resources. Systematic procedures for network selection deserve further study.
6.4. Other unresolved issues and future work
This paper has not explored what to do with backﬂows on the managed network. Of course, InFO can be redeﬁned
to include backtracking links, simply by specifying that the diverge rule should allocate zero ﬂow to these links.
Although this should work reasonably well, InFO may no longer be optimal for the individual nests because backﬂows
on the managed network could sometimes improve performance; e.g., by directing traﬃc to underused portions of the
network. The conditions under which backtracking links can help or damage operations need to be further examined.
Hence, an interesting research task is determining whether non-anticipative strategies exist for these types of networks
that improve on InFO. Also, as future work, diﬀerent behavioral scenarios and stochastic elements need to be better
understood and perhaps incorporated into the model.
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